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Minutes of Meeting 22 July 2013 
 
 

Ebury Bridge Estate Masterplan 

Residents Forum Meeting 2 Notes 

22 July 2013 

 

6:30pm – Refurbishment Meeting 

Looking at flat types 

Main points: 

-For surveys, evening visits are OK provided residents have warning 
-offer at least two appointments for visits 
-much of the parking on Ebury Bridge Road is taken up by visitors to the cafe 
-the cafe operators are guilty of putting rubbish out the back of the cafe and leaving it there for long periods, rats have been seen 
on the estate 
-the noise from the cafe is a problem, the noise from the fan, and from people coming and going 
-the refuse chutes can be a problem as they create a lot of noise 
-some residents don’t have access to chutes and need to go into the bin stores to put their rubbish in the bins 
-positive response to railings/hedges to create private space on the ground floor of flats, particularly in Doneraile courtyard 
-delivery access is a problem as there is a special key for access and there is a £50 deposit for it. 
 

6:30pm – New Build Meeting 
[An architectural slide show] 
 
Positioning of site, 
C. Close to Chelsea barracks, open view due to railway. 
 
Q. Do we know how tall Chelsea barracks will be on the road near then estate? 
About 8 stories 
 
Massing, heights, what new builds might look like etc 
Relationship with site and railway. Long barrier of buildings would be quite beneficial instead of having breaks. 
 
Vehicle access – Refuse/Recycling 
C. Quite a significant route needs to allow for refuse lorries etc 
 
SMB: Currently don’t have rubbish chutes in new buildings. What would you prefer? 
I like chutes but would prefer to walk 10m rather than have a road. 
 
C. Can then have problems with people not getting rid of their rubbish properly, recycling builds up however. 
 
C. There’s no real solution to recycling and chutes. With building regs now internal chutes may not be possible. 
 
Q. Where’s recycling now? 
Near football pitch, but lots of points. Pick up isn’t regular enough though as its overflowing.  
 
C. Clapham park rubbish scheme – could look into this, WCC would have to buy into this option. 
 
C. Grosvenor waterside must have chutes as refuse trucks drive to the basement. 
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Parking 
SMB: Think planners will want a minimum of 40 spaces as well as disabled parking around the blocks. Under Edgson you could get 60 
spaces, could also build under the new railway blocks – about 90 spaces. Understand there are mixed views about parking on the 
estate.  
 
C. To meet planning could do the bare minimum or take an economic approach and get 200 spaces still only building 1 ramp etc. Could 
make money on this, rent a space. WCC would manage these. 
 
Q. Would that kill the trees? 
Yes 
 
SMB: Need to work out a cost and revenue. You can buy mature trees at a cost. Worth seeing what the arboricultural survey would 
say. 
 
C. Spaces should be for people on the estate 
Residents would have the first option.  
 
Q. Would you be able to buy a space as an investment? 
Can’t rule it out but aim to rent them out on a weekly basis 
 
C. Parking is a good move; I sold my car because I couldn’t park it anywhere.  
 
SMB: Could have a few open spaces for visitors (special permits) 
 
Q. Where would the ramp be if railway parking was an option? 
Same place. Ramps take up a lot of space though.  
 
Q. Could you share Transport Police access road? 
Not ideal but could look into this 
 
C. Gate for deliveries etc is a big problem, what’s the solution? (No gate is ideal) 
Better gate management or open estate but change to make it hard to drive fast - lowering bollards etc. Grosvenor waterside have a 
good example of this.  
 
2 bed flat, separate kitchen study 
Q. What about other flat types? 
Need to work through all different scenarios still 
 
Q. can we vote on the different options? 
Won’t vote but there will be different options so there’s a choice. There are 3 different options: 

- Kitchen/dinner and Living room 
- Kitchen and Living/Dinner  
- All 3 rooms together 

C. Aim to build some and then people can see and choose. 
C. Would prefer not to come in and see bedroom first, should be living room etc. 
 
Heating options 
Q. What are the heating options?  
Radiator or under floor heating, not for us to decide though – this is much further down the line. We would try and build flats efficiently 
so air con isn’t needed – MVHR systems (like a bathroom extractor which extracts heat and saves it for later.  
 
Scale and Massing 
SMB: We may play with heights, generally making it lower with higher sections. Always talked about building being higher near Ebury 
bridge – will have to check into restrictions here. 
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Q. what are the roofs going to be like? Flat? If so they leak and cause damp problems.  
Not nowadays, building and technology are much better. Can also have roof top gardens as well  
 
Q. Differing heights would look nice; does this also mean more triple/double aspect? 
Yes, also brings a bit more light into the middle of the landscape. Could either have flat rood and access to residents to a roof garden 
on a pitched roof and penthouses/private terraces. 
 
Q. does it also apply to Edgson for varying aspects? 
Probably not, but could move out and come back to the second phase. Would have to pay for yourselves though. Edgson will still have 
a number of double and triple aspect flats. 
 
Q. Who would get these or would they be sold off? 
Residents get first priority 
 
Q. What if you show us the drawings and we don’t like them? 
Need to approach all in a different way, perhaps. Looking at bottom, middle and top type architecture – Victorian/Georgian style – Calm 
and good quality 
 
Q. Has anymore work been done on the ground floor of Edgson? 
Lots more work to do 
 
Q. How do we feedback what we think? 
Steering group and these meetings. They will shape what we do with all aspects i.e. massing, aspects, heights, materials etc and 
limitations from planners etc.  
 
Q. Does that mean Edgson will have to be brick as it’s on the road? Don’t like brick, looks like a council estate. 
Brick can be very versatile 
 
Q. when are you seeing the planners? 
When we get a meeting, last one was 2 years ago. 
 
Q. will you go with figures etc? 
Most likely options i.e. like the parking 
 
Q. will we have any contact with the builders? When do they get involved? 
Probably around planning. 
 
 

7:30pm – Masterplanning Meeting 

Masterplanning Walkabout 
Q. If new blocks are quite wide will they still be dual aspect? 
Still looking at options 
 
Q. Will trucks driving past new buildings disturb them? 
No, but it is possible we could review the phasing. 
 
C. The back of New Edgson will be in broadly the same pace/boundary as existing. 
 
C. The entrance to the block could mirror Cheylesmore to make the entrance to the estate nicer.  
 
C. Ground Floor flats to Doneraile – would have to move the football pitch south. 
 
C. Even though the road is defined, people still walk in the road and not on the pavements.  
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SMB: Do we need railings? Who are we keeping in or out? 
 
Q. Where does the New Hillesdon come up to? 
Bout the same place but the block will be deeper the other side. 
 
C. From the new Hillesdon you could see up to the new Ebury Bridge entrance as the old blocks – Dalton etc and Wainwright etc would 
be gone. The estate would feel more open and nicely landscaped.  
 
Q. Will the refurb blocks i.e. Victoria have private gardens? 
They will have a nice natural barrier but not actually gardens as this is open space.  
 
Q. is train noise a problem? 
Only in the summer when windows are open (which are open towards the railway) 
 
C. The new steps from Ebury Bridge road will be quite wide. Will create landscape rooms – seating, playing chess etc 
C. Refurb courtyard has good trees. Have to keep them under control though.  
 
C. Could make the units on the corners of Rye etc shop units as well and extend out the back – there’s a lot of wasted space.  
 
C. It is possible to deal with the smells better. 
 
 
Steering Group 
We would like to channel residents’ views in a steering group. These representatives can report back and forth to their blocks so we 
can get a clear idea of what residents want and so are therefore looking for volunteers. The steering group would look at things in more 
detail. 
 


